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By JISEON CHOI

HanAreum is a black and 

white photography club 

at Kangnam University. 

I belong to this club and 

I am having a lot of fun 

with the other members. 

HanAreum was started 

in 1983 by people who 

enjoyed taking pictures of 

things such as scenes from 

nature and daily life.

Currently there are 

about thirty people who 

belong to this club and 

participate in a variety of 

activities. The club holds a 

photography lecture once a 

week on Mondays. During 

the lectures we learn in 

detail things like how and 

when to use certain lenses. 

Even beginners like me 

can easily catch on and 

learn to use this helpful 

information. As our club 

usually deals with black 

and white pictures, there 

is a darkroom prepared for 

our club. Being able to use 

an actual darkroom is a 

great experience.

Once or twice a month 

the club goes on field 

photography excursions 

taking photographs based 

on lessons learned in our 

lectures. At the beginning 

of the year our club went 

to Gyeongbok Palace. The 

cherry blossoms were 

blooming then so it was 

very beautiful. Thankfully 

we were able to take 

wonderful pictures with our 

cameras. We are planning 

to go to Olympic Park 

soon.

For our final project we 

will hold an exhibition at 

the end of the semester. 

You can also catch our 

exhibition during Kangnam 

University's seasonal 

festivals on the first floor 

of Shalom Hall.

CLUB CONT. ON 2

Living the American dream Students share a passion for 
photography

By CHARLES IAN CHUN

"Many Young Koreans 

Yearn for Life Abroad" 

reads the headline from 

an April 29 article on the 

Chosun Ilbo's English 

website. But a life abroad 

has become a reality for 

Sodam Park, a visual 

design major and Kangnam 

University graduate. Park 

had long dreamt of a life 

overseas. After graduating 

last summer, she spent a 

semester working in the 

university's admissions 

office. Good news finally 

came halfway through the 

semester when she learned 

that her application for an 

internship at an American 

c omp a ny h a d b e e n 

accepted.

Park now works as a 

graphic design intern in 

the art department of 

United Exchange Corp. 

(UEC), a manufacturer and 

distributor of packaged 

goods. Not only does her 

job give her a chance to 

hone her design skills (she 

designs packages for private 

labels), she is also getting 

a lot of English practice 

and learning about other 

cultures.

"Everyone is American," 

she says in an email 

interview. "I use English to 

speak with my co-workers. 

And our company workforce 

is racially diverse, so I'm 

learning about different 

cultures and how they 

think."

English isn't even the only 

language she is working on.

"I'm slowly learning 

Spanish," she adds. "A lot 

of my co-workers speak 

Spanish, and one of them 

has started to teach me 

a new Spanish expression 

every morning.

If adapting to American 

life has been easy for 

Park, it's not surprising. 

The Chosun Ilbo article 

mentions Hyun Taek-soo 

of the Korea Institute for 

Health and Social Affairs 

who says that "People in 

their 20s and 30s, who 

grew up in an age of 

globalization, are much 

more open to foreign 

cultures than older people 

and are quick to absorb 

new practices and beliefs. 

Many of them feel more 

comfortable in the U.S. or 

Europe."

This may explain why 

Park has been able to 

adjust so well.

"Working in America is so 

much better than I thought 

it would be. I'm having 

so much fun at work. I 

love to meet the people 

there, create new works 

of art, and discuss new 

projects. Our department 

even encourages everyone 

to be healthy by offering 

yoga classes twice a week 

and activities such as table 

tennis on Mondays."

While Park enjoys her 

work, she admits her "living 

situation is pretty tough." 

Coming to the United 

States on her own she had 

to rent a room, which was 

expensive. Thankfully, she 

says its safe in Cerritos, 

California where she 

lives. As the city has its 

own public bus system, "I 

don't have any problems 

getting to work or the 

supermarket," she says. 

"I still have to walk a lot. 

One time, I walked 25,000 

steps in one day just to get 

somewhere. Pretty crazy!"

Park plans to get a 

California driver's license 

soon, but the ease of 

getting around in Korea 

is something she misses. 

"Korea's public transport 

system is amazingly great," 

she says. "It was so easy 

to get somewhere without a 

car."

But that is where her 

pining for Korea seems to 

end.

In Korea "designers work 

overtime almost every day 

and even on weekends," 

Park explains. "At UEC, 

almost everyone works eight 

hours a day. Then they 

leave. 

AMERICA CONT. ON 2
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▲ Students browse a HanAreum exhibit on the 1st floor of 
Shalom Hall in May 2014.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SODAM PARK

▲ Kangnam University graduate Sodam Park works in her 
office at UEC in Cerritos, California.
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Can you undo what you’ve done? 
If not… Welcome to your tape!

A review of 13 Reasons Why
Live your school days well

By CLAUDIA GREY

Amidst high expectations 

and a massive marketing 

campaign through popular 

SNS, on March 31st 13 

Reasons Why was released 

worldwide through Netflix. 

This new drama has caused 

quite an impact, so hold 

your breath and read on.

How many times have 

we bullied, talked behind 

someone’s back, or even 
ultimately physically 

attacked someone before? 

Have you ever come to 

terms with it? Maybe just 

as this series suggests, 

we should try our best 

to come to terms with it, 

find peace for ourselves, 

and seek forgiveness from 

others before things get too 

messy, or someone ends up 

dead and a tape arrives at 

our front door via express 

mail. Beware.

The setting is dark, Pretty 

Little Liars style, a high 

school drama. 13 Reasons 

Why presents an argument, 

based on the novel of Jay 

Asher and adapted by 

Pulitzer-winning writer 

Brian Yorkey, centered on 

a girl called Hana Baker, 

who decides to end her life 

after a series of unfortunate 

events. Before her suicide, 

she sends 13 legacy tapes, 

each one with a specific 

name and voice, to tell her 

story. The series develops 

as Clay Jensen receives all 

these tapes, and through 

each episode, one cassette 

at a time, we are exposed 

to the reasons why she 

committed suicide and how 

it is affecting her parents 

and classmates.

The series focuses on 

much more than a teen 

tragedy. Hanna died, but 

there was not only one 

reason for it. It was one 

thing after another, and 

the mystery is there for 

the audience to discover 

and judge. It is a great 

production with a great 

cast and crew. Selena 

Gomez is the executive 

producer to our surprise, 

and the cast has received 

positive reviews by critics 

and audiences especially 

regarding the two main 

leads, Dylan Minnette and 

Katherine Langford. This 

series does not fall behind 

today’s high school drama 

as it shows rape, bullying, 

and suicide very graphically 

as an invitation to reality. It 

is almost like a mirror on 

society’s problems instead 

of the window in your 

laptop.

By GA YOUNG JEONG

I can certainly tell that 

there are people who do 

nothing after admission 

into university. For those 

who don’t know what to 

do, I would like to briefly 

recommend three things 

you should do during your 

school days.

First, try part time jobs. I 

don’t recommend that you 

do work rather than your 

studies because students 

must do their school work. 

But having experiences with 

part time jobs is special. It 

is physically hard to earn 

money, so that teaches you 

about the value of money. 

After you have felt how 

hard it is to earn money, 

you will have economic 

concepts in mind, too. Also, 

jobs allow us to pay for 

things by ourselves instead 

of getting allowance from 

parents. 

Second, travel a lot. 

As you know, there are 

many things we learn by 

traveling through the world. 

It must be a good chance 

to understand and respect 

other country’s culture.     
I traveled to quite a lot of 

countries. Each country has 

its own attractions and my 

heart felt full when those 

attractions were right in 

front of me. Thanks to this 

experience, my life’s goal 
has changed and it is a 

priceless experience for me. 

Of course you can travel 

when you become older 

and wealthier, but I think 

making memories with your 

friends when you are a 

student is more meaningful. 

It can be a turning point in 

your life. 

Lastly, do academic work 

and join a club. I know 

traveling and playing are 

also important for you, but 

we must do our school 

work and prepare for 

employment after gradua-

tion. We have to prepare 

for our future from now 

on. Search for the things 

you would like to do in 

your future. In my case, I 

like foreign languages so 

I'm studying for it. Also 

participate in a club and 

meet many friends. I really 

agree with the saying, 

"Good friends are your 

asset." You can learn things 

by meeting other people. 

In conclusion, my advice 

to you is try part time jobs, 

traveling, participating in 

a club, and studying hard. 

Somehow it seems to be 

greedy to fulfill everything, 

but if you do so, your 

days during school will be 

worthy to look back on in 

the future. 

CLUB  
FROM 1

If you have any interest 

in photography or our club, 

you should come and see 

our exhibitions. Although 

HanAreum originally took 

pictures only with black 

and white film cameras, 

our club started taking 

color pictures with DSLR 

cameras this year. Because 

of this, we have been able 

to challenge ourselves 

in various settings and 

produce a greater variety of 

pictures.

People who take wonderful 

and beautiful photos in 

our club also get presents 

through a lottery. The 

lottery system is done 

through a Naver cafe, 

where our club members 

make notes and upload 

pictures they have taken. 

Therefore, everyone in the 

club strives to work hard 

and take the best photos 

they can.

AMERICA  
FROM 1

If they work overtime, they 

get 1.5 times their regular 

pay."

Once when Park was sick, 

her manager let her go 

home to get better, which 

she found remarkable. "They 

won't pay me if I'm not at 

work," she points out, "but 

at least I can take care of 

my health."

Whether Park will stay in 

the United States remains 

to be seen. For now, 

however, she is "enjoying 

every single experience."

"My life in America is full 

of curiosity. Everything is 

so exciting to me. And I'm 

having lots of fun at the 

work. I actually can't wait 

to go to work each day."
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You see as much 
as you know

The new semester had 

just started. Then it was 

time for midterms. Once 

they start school, freshmen 

get over their excitement 

and adjust to university 

life. By their 2nd and 3rd 

years, that life gets harder 

to enjoy under the mental 

strain. Then by the 4th 

year students get ready to 

graduate but don't have 

time to prepare for the job 

market.

In our society, university 

is the starting point where 

all at once various myths 

get shattered, one of which 

is that one's year in school 

does not coincide with 

age. In other words, the 

difference between one or 

two years is significant 

until you reach high 

school. In university your 

age in relation to your year 

in school doesn't matter 

as long as you graduate. 

The reason is that maybe 

after graduating from high 

school you entered college 

right away or perhaps 

after your third try. Maybe 

you enrolled in the middle 

of a career or graduated 

after taking time off 

school for whatever reason. 

Because of this our society 

generally uses the year of 

enrollment in a student's 

identification number 

rather than the year of 

graduation.

O n c e  t h e y  e n t e r 

university, most students 

are required to complete 

four years, or eight 

semesters, of university, 

though not necessarily at 

once. In other words, to 

graduate from university 

you have to fulfill eight 

semesters, consecutive or 

not. How students spend 

this period before entering 

the "real world" is very 

important.

How will you use this 

time given to all students? 

I suggest a plan.

First, spend time at 

school.

As everyone knows, 

there are seven days in a 

week. Let's think about the 

number of days you have 

classes. Reminding yourself 

that you're a student, you 

should come to school four 

days a week (or more days 

than you have off).

Second, use your time 

effectively!

Think about how your 

daily class schedule is 

organized. Are your classes 

running consecutively in 

blocks? If so, then your 

study plans will not be 

effective, especially if 

classes start around lunch 

time and continue until late 

in the afternoon. In that 

case, most students will be 

up late in the morning to 

get ready to go to school. 

When late afternoon 

classes are over, they are 

more likely to go home 

immediately after lunch, 

not dinner.

Instead take your first 

class in the morning and 

your last class at night 

as a way to use time 

efficiently. You will have 

to come to school early in 

order to go to your first 

class, and you will have to 

stay at school until late at 

night. Take advantage of 

the time between your first 

and last classes to explore 

every part of the school, 

the campus (community), 

and make active use of it 

for yourself.

Third, find out right 

away what resources are 

available to you!

We have a tendency to 

miss the things around us. 

What we need to realize is 

that while someone else's 

bread may always look 

big, to others we are also 

someone. In other words, 

it is important for me to 

quickly figure out what I 

have that others do not.

For example, we may 

wish to see some of the 

world cultural heritage 

sites such as the pyramids 

of Egypt, the Great Wall of 

China, and Machu Picchu 

in Peru, but how much do 

we know about the world 

cultural heritage sites in 

our own country? Can't 

you see what's right in 

front of you? Near our 

school there is a world 

cultural heritage site called 

Hwaseong, which people 

from around the world 

come to see. In that sense, 

let's take a closer look at 

what's around us.

Fourth, let's have many 

experiences!

One of the important 

points of university life is 

that there is a vacation. 

And if you combine the 

two periods of summer 

and winter, you are given 

a long vacation of more 

than four months. During 

this time, we should see 

and learn many things 

beyond the school fence. 

To do this, you have to 

experience a lot. These 

experiences must be 

learned not through just 

your eyes but your whole 

body. To do this, go on a 

journey.

We are all different. 

If, through a variety of 

experiences, we learn to 

understand our differences, 

whether cultural, political, 

economic or religious, we 

will learn to be thoughtful 

and considerate.

In China during the 

Warring States period 

a group of people were 

said to have gotten lost 

at a crossroads chasing a 

runaway sheep, to which 

think Yang Zhu said, "It is 

the same with learning. As 

methods are fragmented, 

scholars are sad if they do 

not know what true life is."

Professors share their 

learning and experiences 

with their students. 

Students take these 

second-hand experiences 

and turn them into 

their own academic 

achievements. The ways to 

do this are endless.

Translated by 
Charles Ian Chun

Editorial

Traveling to Uganda

By MARK MPABULUNGI

Kangnam university is 

home to people of various 

origins. With South Korea 

so rich in thought and 

culture, one must wonder 

what other frontiers there 

are to explore. Uganda for 

instance is an East African 

country, quite similar to 

South Korea in its ability 

to attract tourists. The 

small country has affordable 

luxury houses along world 

renowned water bodies 

such as the Nile River. This 

seems to be the largest 

factor causing many visitors 

to extend their stays, often 

indefinitely. Luxury homes 

for as low as 900,000,000 

won are often bought by 

American, British, Chinese 

and even South Korean 

nationals. Mansions with 

private swimming pools and 

gardens are often taken up 

by short term visitors for 

as low as 3,000 dollars, a 

month.

Take a holiday trip to 

Uganda and experience first 

hand why it is considered 

one of the best tourist 

destinations in the world by 

CNN.

SOURCE: AFRITORIAL.COM

▲ Uganda is a nation of many tribes, each with its own 
unique dances and flavor to experience.
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▲ An apple vending machine appeared in the cafeteria this 
spring.

By DONG SUN CHOI

I have seen a lot of 

surprising things in my life 

but I have never seen a 

vending machine vending 

apples. To tell the truth, 

it was more surprising 

than the pond in Kangnam 

University that looked like 

someone “accidentally” 
dropped a cup of unlimited 

green tea in it. 

My first encounter with 

this mysterious vending 

machine was way back 

when I had my first lunch 

at the school cafeteria. 

After a satisfying lunch, I 

was returning my dishes 

when something big caught 

the corner of my eye. By 

the look of it, it was a 

vending machine that had 

two types of products. 

There were single apples in 

plastic wrappings for 1,200 

won and apple juice in 

plastic containers for 1,000 

won. 

However, by looking 

around I could tell that this 

vending machine was not 

popular. At least for a poor 

university student, paying 

over 1,000 won for a single 

apple is naturally not a 

wise choice. Also, buying 

an apple from the school 

cafeteria feels like going all 

the way to McDonald’s to 
buy a salad. 

Eventually, I brought an 

apple to eat in class but 

I had to face some other 

problems too. Ultimately, 

munching an apple noisily 

in class was my one-way 

ticket for getting kicked out 

of class. Also cleaning my 

sticky fingers and getting 

rid of the leftover apple 

core was no joke. I had 

to go all the way back to 

the cafeteria to dispose my 

leftover core.

I think the school’s aim 

to give students a healthy 

opportunity is a great thing. 

Far away from home, we 

seem to care less about 

our health by eating junk 

food because it is more 

convenient. But by installing 

an apple vending machine, 

the school is giving 

the students a healthy 

alternative.

By CLAUDIA GREY

Following the success 

of Van Gogh: Festival of 

Lights and Music, this last 

season has been all about 

Klimt Inside, a visual art 

exhibition of Gustav Klimt’s 
art work, experienced from 

an angle never seen before.

This exhibition has been 

running since the 8th of 

August last year until the 

18th of this past month. 

It remained opened to the 

public at S Factory for 

more than 7 months due 

to its incredible popularity. 

Furthermore, it was 

opened temporarily for 

about a week in Hyundai 

Department Store from 

April 20-26th. 

Upon my visit to this well 

put-together exhibition, I 

find out almost immediately 

why it has been displayed 

for so long. The outside 

view of the factory may 

not seem so tempting to 

set foot into, but when 

passing through the open 

gates  and a set of stairs 

leading to the second floor, 

right that moment your 

eyes adjust to the darkness 

to read “Welcome to Klimt 

Inside, go this way.” It’s 
fantasy music and flickering 

and flashing lights meets 

classic art. 

Each room was an 

experience-full insta-

worthy art display. There 

were these well-elaborated 

collage projections of   

Klimt’s art everywhere. The 
highlight of it was a flashy, 

colorful, mirror labyrinth-

like piece and at the exit is 

Klimt’s most famous paint-

ing, “The Kiss.” 
If Klimt’s exhibition 

opens again, or better to 

say when it opens again, I 

am doubtlessly going back 

again and so should you. 

The organic vending machine Visual art and Klimt

STYLE

FASHION  GUIDE

PHOTO: CLAUDIA GREY

▲ Popular art piece of Klimt Inside

SOURCE: ZARA.COM

▲ Flower print and white halter neck 
dresses

SOURCE: HM.COM

▲ Sophisticated blue lace romper

SOURCE: MANGO.COM

▲ Metallic bow party dresses


